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ENVI™ Quartz Surfaces are made from natural materials and may vary in 
color, shade & grain structure. Seams will be visible, as quartz is not a 

seamless product. Samples are representational, and will not be an exact 
match to installed material. Please view all slabs prior to fabrication.

For warranty and care & maintenance info, see:



ALBATROS
2cm | 3cm

Albatros has subtle 
warm-toned veining 

that gives it a marble 
inspired style of its 
own, allowing it to 
work harmoniously 
with both bold and 

neutral hues.

SNOWFALL
2cm | 3cm

Snowfall evokes a 
fresh winter scene. Its 

beautiful alabaster 
cast captures ambient 

light for a perfect 
backdrop, with no 

veining and a uniform 
small grain look.

ARCTIC
2cm | 3cm

Arctic is the epitome 
of simple elegance 

with a very consistent 
white makeup. Arctic 

has no veining and 
easily transitions 
design concepts 

room to room.

GREIGE 
STONE
2cm | 3cm

Greige Stone anchors 
any space with the 
natural charm of its 

grey stone look. 
Highly uniform yet full 

of nuance, it offers 
hints of beige tones 
for timeless appeal.

ECHO
2cm | 3cm

Echo is familiar and 
personal, like the 
life-affirming ‘call and 
response’ of a canyon 
wall. Its cool white 
backdrop & dark grey 
veining offer comfort 
and interest that 
always speak to us.

NORDIC
2cm | 3cm

Nordic brings a 
distinct Scandanavian 
sensibility to any 
space. Always on 
trend, this icy hue 
complements every 
décor with a bright, 
white counterpoint.

COMPASS
2cm | 3cm

Compass leads the 
way to a fresh look in 
any room. With a 
uniform consistency 
and no veining, 
Compass offers a 
clear path to every 
design destination.

TREK
2cm | 3cm

Trek says your space 
is a journey, and 
should remain livable 
today, tomorrow & 
beyond. Its grey 
smoke color and tight 
grain support many 
design looks reliably.
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